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Answer: A

NEW QUESTION: 2
The employees of CCN Inc. require remote access to the
company's proxy servers. In
order to provide solid wireless security, the company uses LEAP
as the authentication protocol. Which of the following is

supported by the LEAP protocol?
A. Password hash for client authentication
B. Dynamic key encryption
C. Public key certificate for server authentication
D. Strongest security level
Answer: A,B
Explanation:
LEAP can use only password hash as the authentication
technique. Not only LEAP, but EAP-TLS, EAP-TTLS, and PEAP also
support dynamic key encryption and mutual authentication.
Answer C is incorrect. LEAP provides only a moderate level of
security. Answer B is incorrect. LEAP uses password hash for
server authentication.

NEW QUESTION: 3
An engineer is trying to securely connect to a router and wants
to prevent insecure algorithms from being used.
However, the connection is failing. Which action should be
taken to accomplish this goal?
A. Configure the port using the ip ssh port 22 command.
B. Enable the SSH server using the ip ssh server command.
C. Generate the RSA key using the crypto key generate rsa
command.
D. Disable telnet using the no ip telnet command.
Answer: C
Explanation:
Explanation
https://learningnetwork.cisco.com/s/question/0D53i00000KsrhK/rs
a-key

NEW QUESTION: 4
When you create an authentication rule, which action redirects
the user to the Cisco ISE web authentication portal?
A. configuring the ISE to continue authentication if it cannot
find the user in its internal database.
B. configuring the ISE to continue authentication when the
process fails.
C. whitelisting client MAC addresses in the Cisco ISE.
D. configuring the ISE to immediately reject authentication if
it cannot find the user in its internal database.
Answer: A
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